
AW22 Collections

L I N W O O D



We believe in design 
with a difference
From our Hampshire head office, near the picturesque New Forest, our 
design team create seasonal collections of wallpapers and fabrics bursting 
with fresh ideas, while retaining the quality and artistry we are renowned for.



Ella Richards, Linwood’s Head of Design

‘Each collection takes at least 12 months of hard work.  We draw our 
inspiration from textile archives, museums and the natural world to create 
contemporary and classic prints, weaves and wallpapers.  The walls of our 
creative studio are covered with our “finds” – from small fragments of 
archival documents to beautiful pieces such as an exquisitely-coloured 
kimono or a piece of Persian art.  

‘We believe in traditional techniques.  We still sketch and paint by hand, 
exploring different effects in watercolour or gouache until we find the right 
look for each design. It takes time, but the result is truly original and beautiful. 
For weaves we raid our treasure box, mixing and matching different yarns to 
create the perfect combination of colours before sending them to our 
trusted mills. 

‘At Linwood we only create superior fabrics and wallpapers – it’s what drives 
us every day. We review, test, trial and inspect each design, obsessing over 
every detail. Only when we’re satisfied with the quality do we launch our 
exclusive collections.’

Leap Frog & Maypole Maypole, Peony



Wild Life
Our new printed velvets – sumptuous designs  
featuring mystical scenes and exotic flora and foliage  
in rich tones – perfect for statement decorating

Sofa - Issa, EarthNEW COLLECTION



Curtain - Wild, Midnight



Blinds - Tanglewood, Indigo 



Sofa - Lumen, Metallic



Windowseat - Miyagi, Pink Green



Small Prints
An easy-to-use and utterly versatile collection of breezy 
printed linens. Discover delicate trails, relaxed stripes, 
and painterly geometrics in joyful colours…

Chair - Fortune Teller, Flurry   
Tablecloth -  Croquet, Violane  

Sofa - Magic Lantern, Sea Holly
NEW COLLECTION





Footstool - Maypole, Peony   
Sofa - Garden Gate, Strawberry Mousse   

Curtain - Hopscotch, Frog



Curtains - Maypole,  Peacock   
 Bedspread - Bagatelle, Moss



Omega III
Our best-selling plain velvet 
collection is now made from 
recycled bottles… still 
gorgeously soft and durable 
but doesn’t harm the earth

NEW COLLECTION
Sofa - Rouge



Sofa - Mineral



Designs made with love that you won’t find anywhere else.

If you have any questions, please email or call us and we’ll be 
happy to help you. 

Offices and Showroom (by appointment)

15 Headlands Business Park, Salisbury Road, Ringwood, Hampshire, BH24 3PB

Tel: 44 (0) 1425 461176     sales@linwoodfabric.com     linwood.com


